Named entity typing (NET) is a classification task of assigning an entity mention in the context with given semantic types. However, with the growing size and granularity of the entity types, rare researches in previous concern with newly emerged entity types. In this paper, we propose MZET, a novel memory augmented FNET (Fine-grained NET) model, to tackle the unseen types in a zero-shot manner. MZET incorporates character-level, word-level, and contextural-level information to learn the entity mention representation. Besides, MZET considers the semantic meaning and the hierarchical structure into the entity type representation. Finally, through the memory component which models the relationship between the entity mention and the entity type, MZET transfer the knowledge from seen entity types to the zero-shot ones. Extensive experiments on three public datasets show prominent performance obtained by MZET, which surpasses the state-of-the-art FNET neural network models with up to 7% gain in Micro-F1 and Macro-F1 score.
Introduction
Named entity typing (NET) is the task of inferring semantic types for given named entity mentions in the utterances. For instance, given an entity mention "John" in the utterance "John plays piano on the stage", the goal for NET is to infer that "John" is a pianist or a musician, and a person. Standard NET approaches (Chinchor and Robinson, 1997; Sang and De Meulder, 2003; Doddington et al., 2004) only consider a tiny set of coarse-grained types, and discard fine-grained types with a different level of granularity. In recent years, finegrained named entity typing (FNET) (Ling and Weld, 2012) continues to draw researchers' attention. It can provide more informative named entity types and benefit a lot of downstream tasks like relation extraction (Liu et al., 2014) , entity linking (Stern et al., 2012) and question answering (Han et al., 2017) .
However, with the ever-growing entity types, it is difficult and expensive to collect a lot of annotation data per category and retrain the whole model. Therefore, a zero-shot paradigm is welcomed in the FNET to handle the increasing unseen types. The task we deal with in this paper is named as Zeroshot fine-grained named entity typing (ZFNET), which is to detect the unseen fine-grained entity types which has no labeled data available.
Learning generalizable representations for entity mentions and types is essential for the ZFNET task. Previous works learn these representations either from hand-crafted features (Ma et al., 2016; Yuan and Downey, 2018) , or pre-trained word embeddings (Ren et al., 2016) . These methods are insufficient and inefficient when challenging by polysemantic, ambiguity, or even the newly-emerged mentions. There are also works (Obeidat et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2019) which learn more informative but resource-costing representations by assembling related Wikipedia pages.
With the learned representations for entity mentions and entity types, most of the existing zeroshot FNET methods (Ma et al., 2016; Obeidat et al., 2019) project them into a shared semantic space. The shared space is learned through minimizing the distance between entity mentions and its corresponding seen entity types. In the prediction stage, testing entity mentions are classified to the nearest unseen entity types based on the assumption that the learned distance measurement also works for unseen types. These methods' ability to transfer knowledge from seen types to unseen types is limited since they do not explicitly build connections between seen types and unseen types.
In this work, we propose the memory augmented zero-shot FNET model (MZET) to tackle the prob-lems aforementioned. MZET is designed to automatically extract the multi-information integrated mention representations and structure-aware semantic type representations with large-scale pretrained language model (Devlin et al., 2018) . To effectively transfer knowledge from seen types to unseen types, MZET regards seen types as memory components and explicitly models the relationships between seen types and unseen types. Intuitively, we want to mimic the way how human learn new concepts. Human learn new concepts by comparing the similarities and differences between new concepts and old concepts stored in our memory. In summary, the main contributions of MZET are as follows:
• We propose the memory augmented zero-shot FNET model (MZET) which can be trained in an end-to-end fashion. MZET extracts multi-information integrated mention representations and structure-aware semantic type representations without additional augmented data sources.
• MZET regards seen types as memory components and explicitly models the relationships between seen types and unseen types to effectively transfer knowledge to new concepts.
• MZET outperforms existing zero-shot FNET models significantly on the zero-shot finegrained, coarse-grained, and hybrid-grained named entity typing over three benchmark datasets.
Problem Definition
We begin by formalizing the problem of zeroshot fine-grained named entity typing (ZFNET). For a given entity mention x, the task of named entity typing (NET) is to identify the type y for x. Suppose we have a training label set Y seen = {y s 1 , y s 2 , ..., y s Ds } with D s seen labels. There are a large amount of labeled examples available for these seen labels, D tr = {(x i , y i ), i = 1, 2, ..., |D tr |} with y i ∈ Y seen . The task of ZFNET is to classify a new mention which belongs to one of the unseen fine-grained entity types Y unseen = {y u 1 , y u 2 , ..., y u Du }, where D u is the number of unseen fine-grained entity types and Y seen ∩ Y unseen = ∅.
sectionThe proposed Model The overview of the proposed MZET framework is illustrated in Figure   1 . Specifically, MZET consists of three components: 1) Mention Processor which extracts representation for entity mentions; 2) Label Processor which obtains label representation; 3) Zero-shot Memory Network which identifies labels for the entity mentions.
Mention Processor
To better understand the entity mention, we not only consider the words contained in the mention, but also the context around it. The Mention Processor has two sub components. A Word Processor is proposed to get the semantic meaning for each word in the entity mention. Another Context Processor is utilized to understand the sequential information together with the context. The final mention representation m is a concatenation of the word-level representation from the Word Processor and the sequential representation from the Context Processor.
Word Processor
Word Processor is proposed to achieve basic understandings over the words in the entity mentions. Given an input entity mention with K tokens (t 1 , ..., t K ), each token t k is represented as
using a concatenation of a pre-trained word embedding w k ∈ R Dw (D w is the dimension of each pretrained word embedding) and a character-level embedding c k which provides morphological information. The character-level embedding c k ∈ R 2×D hc is obtained through a bi-directional LSTM (the hidden state size is D hc ), named as Character Bi-LSTM. Random initialized character embeddings are fed into the Character Bi-LSTM. The final hidden states from the forward and backward LSTM are concatenated as c k . Additionally, another bi-directional LSTM, named as Word-Character Bi-LSTM, is utilized to gather the information from all the token embeddings by concatenating the forward and backword hidden states:
where m w ∈ R 2×D h , D h is the dimension of Word-Character Bi-LSTM hidden states. As illustrated in Figure 1 , the Word Processor outputs a word-character embedding m w for each entity mention.
Context Processor
In the Context Processor, we leverage the powerful pre-trained language model, BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) , to incorporate two more parts into the mention representation: (1)m b , the mention embedding given the context; (2)m c , the context embedding around the mention. We first conduct BERT to embed the whole sentence and obtain the BERT embedding for each token. For the tokens contained in the entity mention, named as mention tokens, their BERT embeddings are represented as b 1 , ..
For the tokens in the surrounding context, named as context tokens, we only consider a fixed window for each mention to balance the computational cost. The BERT embeddings for left context tokens are e l 1 , ..., e l n , and those in the right are e r 1 , ..., e r n , e j i ∈ R D b and j ∈ {l, r}. n is the window size and we set it as 10.
Then, we utilize Bi-LSTMs (with hidden state size D h ) to aggregate the separated token embeddings to extract m b and m c . m b is obtained from the BERT embeddings of mention tokens with a bi-directional LSTM, called as Mention Bi-LSTM:
where m b ∈ R 2×D h . m c is obtained from the context tokens with a bi-directional LSTM with attention mechanism, called as Attention Bi-LSTM. The hidden states in the bi-directional LSTM for the context tokens are denoted as:
The attentions over all the context tokens are computed using a 2-layer feed forward neural network:
Then we normalize the attentions over all the mention tokens by:
The context embedding m c ∈ R 2×D h is weighted by the attentions:
Mention Representation
The final entity mention representation with dimension D m ∈ R 6×D h concatenates the wordcharacter embedding, the mention embedding, and the context embedding as follow:
Label Processor
Understanding the label is important in our task, since there is no information other than the label name for the zero-shot entity types. In the Label Processor, we get the semantic embeddings B S ∈ R (Ds+Du)×D b for all the label names, including the seen labels Y seen and the unseen labels Y unseen , using a pre-trained BERT model. For a fine-grained entity typing task, their higher level types, i.e. coarse-grained types, are also involved. The fine-grained labels and coarse-grained labels in Y seen and Y unseen consist a hierarchical structure naturally. Following (Ma et al., 2016) , we utilize a sparse matrix B H ∈ R (Ds+Du)×(Ds+Du) to represent the hierarchical structure in the labels. Each row B H i corresponds to a binary hierarchical embedding for label y i . For each entry in B H i , we use 1 to denote the label itself and its parent node, 0 for the rest:
In the Label Processor, we integrate the semantic embeddings of the child label and its parent label into a single embedding vector as the fine-grained label representftion. For a label y i , the final label representation f ∈ R D b is represented together by the semantic embedding B S and its hierarchical embedding B H i :
Zero-Shot Memory Network
In the zero-shot entity typing task, there are no mentions available for these unseen entity types. Without the labeled data, we are not able to model the direct mapping from the new mentions to the new labels. Here, we propose a novel zero-shot memory network which uses the seen entity types to bridge the gap between the new mentions and the zero-shot entity types. All the seen entity representations are utilized as the memories in the zero-shot memory network. We propose to use the memory network as a special attention mechanism to model the relationships between the mentions and the seen entity types. Furthermore, we build a zero-shot version memory network which utilizes the label representation similarities to transfer the knowledge from the seen labels to the unseen labels.
We get all the seen label representations from the Label Processor, F = (f s 1 , ..., f s Ds ) ∈ R Ds×D b , where D s is the number of seen labels and D b is the dimension of the label representation. The input memory representation G ∈ R Ds×Dm are converted from F using an embedding matrix W f 1 ∈ R D b ×Dm . Then we model the attention between the mention m and each memory compo-
Another embedding matrix W f 2 ∈ R D b ×Dm are used to get the output memory representation O ∈ R Ds×Dm from the memory F. An integrated label embedding q which carries with the attentions between the mention and the seen labels is obtained from:
To extend the memory network into a zero-shot version, we use the similarities between the label representations to transfer knowledge from seen labels to unseen labels. The similarities between label f i and f j is calculated as:
where d(f i , f j ) is the Euclidean distance between f i and f j . Then we can get a similarity matrix R ∈ R Du×Ds for all the unseen labels. We use the attention weighted label embeddings q, the mention embeddings m and the similarity matrix R together to classify the zero-shot entity types:
where W p ∈ R D×D . We can also extend the memory components to handle multiple hop operations by stacking the memories sequentially which leaves for the future work.
Loss function
We train our model with a multi-label max-margin ranking objective as follows:
Given example mention x, Y is the set of correct types assigned to x, y pos is the possibility for such a positive assignment. In contrast, Y is the set of incorrect assigned types. y neg is the possibility to assign a false label neg ∈ Y to x.
3 Experiments
Datasets
We evaluate the performance of our model on three public datasets, which are wildly used in FNET task. Type statistics on three datasets are shown in Table 1 .
BBN (Weischedel and Brunstein, 2005) consists of 2,311 WSJ articles that are manually annotated using 93 types in a 2-level hierarchy.
OntoNote (Weischedel et al., 2011) has 13,109 news documents where 77 test documents are manually annotated using 89 types in 3-level hierarchy.
Wiki ( 
Zero-shot Setting
We follow Ma et al. (2016) and Obeidat et al. (2019) to apply the zero-shot setting. Entity types in 3 datasets are hierarchical-structured. So, we let the training set only contain coarse-grained types (level-1), while the testing set includes all finegrained types (level-2). Especially, from Table 1 , we can see that OntoNotes only possesses 4 level-1 types. Hence, we combine the level-1 and level-2 as the coarse-grained typing for training, and level-3 as the fine-grained types for testing.
Baselines
We compare the proposed method (MZET) and its variants with state-of-the-art FNET neural models. But rare research approach zero-shot FNET without auxiliary resource or hand-crafted features.
In such a situation, we select the benchmarks and baselines as follows: DZET Obeidat et al. (2019) propose a neural structure to extract the mention representations but leverage Wikipedia to augment the label representations. So we only compare with them on the learned mention representation capability, and incorporate our label embedding methods to construct this baseline. Unfortunately, we cannot get their code and preprocessed dataset, so we re-implement their neural architecture as described in the paper, and evaluate it on our datasets. OTyper Yuan and Downey (2018) Variants of MZET for ablation study. We show some ablation models to estimate the most important part for MET, the variable aspects range from context representation, word-character representation, memory mechanism to label representation, especially performance over different label embedding methods (Prototype from Ma et al. (2016) , averaging word embedding from (Obeidat et al., 2019; Yuan and Downey, 2018; Anand et al., 2017) ). Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, the system proposed by Ma et al. (2016) is not available online for empirical comparison.
Training and Implementation Details
To train the neural network models we optimize the multi-label max-margin loss function over training data concerning all model parameters. We adopt the Adam optimization algorithm with a decreasing learning rate of 0.0005, the decay rate of 0.9. We utilize the pre-trained cased BERT base with the number of transformer blocks is 12, the hidden layer size is 768, the number of self-attention heads is 12. We also choose GloVe pre-training embeddings of size 300 for word-character representation. The hidden state of LSTMs is in size of 200.
Evaluation Metrics
Following the prior works (Ling and Weld, 2012; Ma et al., 2016; Obeidat et al., 2019) , we evaluate our methods and baselines on the metrics: strict accuracy (Acc.), Marco-F1, Micro-F1. Given a
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Results and Discussion
Zero-Shot FNET Evaluation We first evaluate our methods for the zero-shot FNET on BBN dataset. Zero-shot setting is that we keep the coarsegrained type for training the models, while testing in 3 ways: (1) Overall, predicting on both coarsegrained and fine-grained testing types; (2) Level 1, predicting only on coarse-grained testing types;
(3) Level 2, predicting only on fine-grained testing types which are the unseen before. Table. 2 illustrates the performance of the baselines and the variants of MZET on these 3 aspects. The variants adopt the methods of label embedding designed in previous researches. We see that for the coarse-grained typing (Level 1), MZET earns significant improvements with at least 13% strict accuracy. Obviously, this benefits from both mention and label embedding methods after the comparison over DZET+bert with MZET and the variants of MZET. For the zero-shot setting for fine-grained typing (Level 2), MZET achieves the highest scores and gains up to 9% on strict accuracy. Such considerable improvements mainly appreciate the advantage of BERT label embedding based on the results from variants of MZET. At last, performance on all-grained types indicates the superiority of MZET over the rest, especially for the Micro-F1, which always tells the achievements over infrequent types. and OTYPER OntoN otes are in the same way to set training and testing sets. As Table 3 shows, there are significant outperformances of MZET on small datasets, BBN and OntoNotes. Furthermore, for the large-sized Wiki, MZET also obtains the highest scores for all metrics. Besides, Zero-Shot methods, MZET and DZET, surpass a lot OTYPER. That means open type FNET suffers from the drawbacks of highly dependent on the volume of the corpus in hand for training. But, zero-shot models are bestowed more flexibility and independence to attest their robustness on unseen datasets.
Evaluation on Benchmark Datasets
Ablation Study We carry out ablation studies that quantify the contribution of each components in our framework Figure1. As Table 4 shows, the vital parts are the memory network and the word and character representation. Because after removing each of them, the performance declines significantly with over 2.5% loss in strict accuracy for unseen data. The memory network contributes decent augmentations on fine-grained typing, which indicates the noteworthy associations between the seen labels and mentions, seen labels and unseen labels. The word and character representation show its importance on capturing the morphological and semantic information for a single entity mention. The secondary important is the informative context part with attention. It is aggregated into the final representation of the mention to guide the classification. Last, m b plays a considerable complementary role, as leading the BERT to embed a mention enables the model to gather more contextual information to avoid ambiguity for the polysemantic, like the word "valley" in mention "Silicon Valley".
Error Analysis We also provide insights into specific reasons for the mistakes made by our model.
First, all the datasets follow long-tail frequency distributions. So the examples for each label are significantly imbalanced. Accordingly, the model is prone to assign frequent types for the infrequent ones. For example, the training set processes 719 examples of "/LOCATION" and 6,672 examples of "/GPE" (Geopolitical Entity). The model prefers predicting on the fine-grained type "/GPE/CITY" rather than "/LOCATION/REGION". Second, types are incorrect tagged in the raw data. To test the ratio for incorrect tagging, we randomly pick out 100 examples in the raw data, including types coming from both training and testing sets. We find there are about 15% for BBN, 11% for OntoNotes, 17% for Wiki with noise, such as mentions with incoherent labels, or missing the correct mention words for the corresponding tagged labels. For example, "The harvest arrives in plenty after last year 's drought-ravaged effort : The government estimates corn output at 7.45 billion bushels , up 51% from last fall." --labels: ["/ORGANIZATION/CORPORATION", "/ORGANIZATION"] The correct mention should be the "The government", as it exactly matches the assigned labels.
Related Work
NET is a long-standing task in Natural Language Processing. For the early development (Chinchor and Robinson, 1997; Sang and De Meulder, 2003; Doddington et al., 2004; Fleischman and Hovy, 2002) , NET only concerns with a tiny set of coarsegrained types. Further on, Ling and Weld (2012) derive 113 entity types from Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008) and boosted the set of entity types in size and level of granularity. Therefore, recent researches underline much the NET for fine-grained types (FNET) (Ling and Weld, 2012; Nakashole et al., 2013; Del Corro et al., 2015; Ren et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2016; Shimaoka et al., 2016; Anand et al., 2017; Yuan and Downey, 2018; Zhou et al., 2019; Obeidat et al., 2019) .
Most of the proposed FNET methods are based on a distant supervisor, but diverse in classification architectures. Ling and Weld (2012) propose multilabel and multi-class multilayer perceptron model assigns each mention of the corresponding label tags. Nakashole et al. (2013) type newly emerging out-of Knowledge Base entities by a fine-grained typing system and harnesses relational paraphrase with type signatures for probabilistic weight computation. Del Corro et al. (2015) designs a system, FINET, for detecting the types of named entities in short inputs concerning WordNet (Miller, 1995) fine-grained type system. Ren et al. (2016) propose AFET for automatic fine-grained entity typing and hierarchical partial-label embedding. A joint optimization framework is designed to learn embeddings for mentions by hand-crafted features and label embedding from the hierarchical type path and iteratively refined until the convergence. Shimaoka et al. (2016) propose an attentive neural network model that uses LSTMs to encode the entity mention and its context, then incorporate an attention mechanism to focus more on the representation over each mention with contextural information. Anand et al. (2017) propose another neural network to obtain the mention representations with contextual information and incorporate label noise information in a variant of the non-parametric hinge loss function. Those methods develope, from hand-crafted features to neural network learned features, to allow fine-grained typing system fancy, automatic and effective. But their architectures can not apply to new and unseen entity types.
To handle unseen types, zero-shot learning is introduced. But hitherto, limited research works are counted for that. One way for unseen entity typing is clustering. Zhou et al. (2019) ; cluster mentions, followed by propagating type information from representative mentions to applied on unseen types. Ma et al. (2016) propose a prototype-driven label embedding method for zero-shot FNET. They map the mention and label embedding into a shared latent space, then compute the rating score for each mention-label pair. Even zero-shot setting has been applied, they only utilize hand-crafted mention features and the results focus most on the few-shot setting. They only provide top-k precision for zero-shot, lack of Micro-F1 and Macro-F1 evaluation scores. Yuan and Downey (2018) ; Obeidat et al. (2019) also harness shared space to allow the correct type close to the mention like what Ma et al. (2016) do. Even they (Yuan and Downey, 2018; Obeidat et al., 2019) construct neural architectures with attention mechanism, but the features of mention are hybrid over learned and hand-crafted. What's more, Obeidat et al. (2019) exploit expanding information for label embedding by Wikipedia to obtain informative label representation. The aforementioned attention mechanism only applied to mention and its context. It ignores the connection between mention and label, which is adopted in our methods and boosts the performance a lot.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose MZET, a zero-shot neural network FNET model to enable FNET on unseen types. It extracts the representations concerning word and character, mention, mention's context, and raw label text without auxiliary information. Then it adopts the memory network to gather the representations for zero-shot paradigm. Extensive experiments on three public datasets show prominent performances obtained by MZET, which surpasses the state-of-the-art neural network models for Zero-Shot FNET.
The contribution of this work is three-fold: First, such a novel neural network model can handle zeroshot FNET problems based on the information of the raw data without the assistant of additional augment resources. Second, we incorporate memory networks to indicate the connections mentions and labels and enable the zero-shot paradigm. Third, the robust performance of MZET attests to its contribution to the zero-shot FNET task.
